: Test scenes rendered with our novel single ray traversal algorithm for wide vector units (WiVe) using diffuse path tracing. On the left side is Villa and on the right side is Powerplant with 37.5M and 12.8M triangles, respectively. Our test implementation of WiVe based on the AVX-512 instruction set delivers 15%-25% increased single ray tracing performance over Embree, shading included.
INTRODUCTION
A bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) is a structure often used for efficient ray tracing when considering global illumination effects. Efficiency is especially important in the film and games industry. For over a decade ray tracing research has been focused on mapping traversal and intersection routines onto evolving hardware architectures and instruction sets. In particular the data parallel vector units on CPUs and GPUs have sparked the development of new algorithms. The reason is that the basic traversal of a single ray through a binary BVH offers very little data parallelism. Two This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial International 4.0 License. fundamental approaches have emerged from the efforts to remedy the situation, tracing multiple rays simultaneously, and increasing the branching factor of the BVH. Both approach are efficient only if certain constrains apply. Tracing multiple rays requires the availability of multiple rays in the first place which is often not convenient for applications to provide. Ideally rays that are traced together are coherent with respect to the traversal path through the BVH which is difficult to achieve in practice. Increasing the branching factor of a BVH provides data parallel calculations for single rays but reduces culling opportunities and complicates the computation of a front-to-back traversal order. The sweet spot for the branching factor appears to be between two and eight, depending on the hardware architecture and the implementation used. The two approaches have also been combined for hybrid traversal methods. For real world applications the most relevant approach by far is single ray traversal of multi-branching BVHs due to its straightforward integration into complex shading pipelines. Industry-driven development of ray tracing libraries for both CPUs [Wald et al. 2014] and GPUs [Parker et al. 2010 ] has led to highly optimized traversal implementations for current micro architectures which are challenging to compete with. However the introduction of new hardware features such as AVX-512 sometimes makes the efficient implementation of novel algorithmic ideas feasible.
Our contribution is a novel single ray traversal algorithm which maps all relevant traversal operations to vector instructions, including front-to-back ordering for multi-branching BVHs with branching factors of 8 (BVH8) or higher. The benefit is significantly reduced algorithm complexity and constant-time execution, which is ideal for current and future wide vector micro architectures. In addition we use our single ray algorithm as a building block to construct a fast packet-based traversal for coherent rays. We validate our algorithms with implementations utilizing the AVX2 and AVX-512 instruction sets and demonstrate significant performance gains over state-of-the-art solutions.
RELATED WORK
A multi-branch BVH [Dammertz et al. 2008; Ernst and Greiner 2008; Wald et al. 2008] reduces the depth of a binary hierarchy by removing intermediate nodes to make it possible in a single traversal step to test multiple children. In addition to increased memory access, coherence and fewer traversal steps this approach enables dataparallel bounding box intersection tests using vector instructions. Computation time spent during a traversal step is shifted from intersection tests to child ordering and stack operations. Since the introduction of the multi-branch BVH approach, CPU performance of single ray tracing has been stagnant. Recent advancements in stack-less methods [Áfra and Szirmay-Kalos 2014] have reduced the size of a ray's traversal state to facilitate massively parallel single ray tracing, but they have not demonstrated performance improvements. On GPUs multiple single rays can be processed efficiently, independently within vector registers [Aila and Laine 2009] and traced via a binary BVH.
Ray packets [Wald et al. 2001] offer another possibility to map ray tracing to vector instructions by processing a different ray in each vector element simultaneously. Bounding volumes for ray packets such as frustums, intervals and corner rays [Boulos et al. 2006] can be used to cull nodes conservatively to reduce the number of ray-bounding box intersections. Rays within a packet must be coherent, i.e. follow the same traversal path in order to be active at the same time. Such behavior is frequent for camera rays or shadow rays towards small light sources, but not necessarily for higher order effects. Various packet assembly strategies have been investigated to apply packets to effects that produce incoherent rays as well . In order to deal with degrading ray coherence as packets descent deeper down the BVH, Benthin et al. [Benthin et al. 2012] proposed to combine packet and single ray traversal by switching between the two modes depending on packet utilization.
Ray streams is a technique focused on incoherent rays, where for every traversal step a stream of single rays is intersected with the same node and partitioned into hit and miss groups. In order to utilize vector registers, rays need to be gathered from the stream which is an expensive operation on many architectures with wide vector units. Combining ray streams with a multi-branch BVH can reduce or remove gather operations [Tsakok 2009 ]. For front-toback traversal algorithms have been developed that allow each ray to follow its preferred order through the BVH which is important for culling [Barringer and Akenine-Möller 2014; Fuetterling et al. 2015] Accessing a node's children in a front-to-back order for a given ray is facilitated by either the distance heuristic [Kajiya and Kay 1986] or the sign heuristic [Mahovsky 2005 ], which are both guaranteed to be accurate only in the case of non-overlapping children's bounding boxes. In case of the distance heuristic, children are ordered by the ray's entry point [Kajiya and Kay 1986] , whereas for the sign heuristic only the ray direction's signs are considered to chose among precomputed traversal orders [Mahovsky 2005; ]. The sign heuristic has been applied to the BVH4 by storing the intermediate binary BVH [Dammertz et al. 2008] , by a local look-up table stored within the nodes [Ernst and Greiner 2008] , or by a global look-up table returning a compact list of active nodes [Fuetterling et al. 2015] . The distance heuristic has been extended to arbitrary BVH branching factors by Wald et al. [Wald et al. 2008] .
WIVE SINGLE RAY TRAVERSAL
Single ray traversal algorithms generally can be divided into separate phases, which are: ray setup, inner node traversal, leaf intersection, and the stack pop. Ray setup performs pre-computation and register alignment with the ray data to facilitate efficient execution of the remaining phases. During inner node traversal the ray descents down the BVH until it misses all children of an inner node or encounters a leaf. In the first case, traversal directly proceeds to the stack pop; in the second case, intersection with the leaf's primitives is performed first, reducing the maximum ray distance t f ar to the closest primitive intersection (if any). The stack pop takes the top node from the stack (if a node exists) and determines whether the corresponding ray entry distance is still within t f ar . If this is not the case, the next node is taken from the stack. After the stack pop ray traversal continues with inner node traversal.
Inner node traversal is usually most time-consuming; it can be divided into bounding box intersection (slab test), child ordering, . The initial order of the nodes is based on the order in memory, which is chosen to conform with positive ray signs.
Step A performs the node permutation for the ray, which can be deduced from (a) by flipping the children of the Y nodes due to the negative y sign.
Step B performs the intersection test resulting in a mask that is applied in step C for compressing the valid nodes into a continuous array. This array is stored on the stack with the next node to be traversed on top.
and stack push. The key idea of the method described here is to map child ordering and stack push operations to permute and compress vector operations, respectively, yielding a traversal algorithm with reduced complexity and increased performance compared to state-of-the-art approaches [Wald et al. 2014] . Instead of ordering children by ray distance we use precomputed front-to-back traversal orders based on the split axes of the BVH construction and ray signs. This sign heuristic has been previously employed only for BVHs with branching factors less than or equal to four.
Construction of the Multi-branching BVH
A multi-branching BVH is constructed either natively or by collapsing an existing binary BVH. Native construction is faster while collapsing is easier to implement on top of a pre-existing framework [Wald et al. 2008] . Collapsing is illustrated in Figure 2a . The binary BVH is divided into treelets starting at the root node and following branches with largest surface area first. The treelet's intermediate leaves form a node cluster, whereas the treelet's inner nodes are removed after establishment of the front-to-back traversal order. The permutation vector for a particular ray direction's sign combination is derived from the original split axes of the inner nodes. If the split axis of an inner node corresponds to a positive sign, the left branch will be traversed before the right branch; if the sign is negative, the order will be reversed. The example shown in Figure 2 shows a treelet with inner nodes labeled by split axis and intermediate leaves labeled by memory order (a), and the corresponding node cluster together with a ray in positive x− and negative y−direction (b). The ordering step (c,A) can be performed manually by swapping the branches in (a) with a y−direction split axis.
Algorithm
We start with a high-level description of our algorithm, referencing the pseudo code in Listing 1. The traversal begins with the initial node and tests if it is an inner node or a leaf, i.e. references a node cluster or a primitive cluster, respectively (line 4). In the first case the traverseCluster function returns a sorted list of elements referencing intersected children and the corresponding entry distances (line 5). This list is pushed to the stack (line 6). In the second case the ray is intersected with the primitives (line 7), and if a valid intersection exists the stack is compressed (line 8) by keeping only elements with a node entry distance closer compared to the primitive distance. The algorithm continues by checking the stack (line 9) and terminates if the stack is empty. Otherwise the stack is popped and the top element becomes the next node (10).
1 def t r a v e r s e R a y ( node , r a y ) s t a c k = { } 3 while ( t r u e ) i f ( node . i s I n n e r ( ) ) 5 ( elems , num ) = t r a v e r s e C l u s t e r ( node . c l u s t e r , r a y ) s t a c k . push ( elems , num ) 7 e l s e i f ( i n t e r s e c t L e a f ( node , r a y ) ) s t a c k . c o m p r e s s ( r a y . t f a r ) 9 i f ( s t a c k . i s E m p t y ( ) ) return node = s t a c k . pop ( 1 )
Listing 1: Main traversal function for WiVe.
The traverseCluster function and the stack push are the key components of the algorithm, illustrated for a BVH8 in Figure 2c , referring to the node cluster and the ray shown in Figure 2b , and the hierarchical representation of the node cluster together with the original split axes as represented in Figure 2a . Child ordering during traversal relies on pre-computed traversal orders for the nodes in every node cluster, where the appropriate order for a specific ray is selected based on the signs of the ray's directional components. Since there are the x−, y− and z−components which can either be negative or positive, 2 3 = 8 predetermined orders are required per node cluster. A traversal order is represented by a permutation vector that specifies how to re-arrange the nodes with respect to the base order, i.e., the order in which the nodes are laid out in memory. Thus, eight permutation vectors need to be pre-computed and stored with every node cluster. With the permutation vectors in place the node elements in Figure 2c are permuted (A), followed by the slab test producing an active mask (B). The mask is used to compress the active elements into a continuous array (C) which is stored directly on top of the stack (D). A detailed description is provided in Section 3.3
In the case of single-instruction support for the permutation and compression operations, this algorithm has a time complexity of O(1) for both the child ordering and stack push operations compared to the typical O(n log n) complexity for sorting n active nodes and O(n) complexity for pushing them onto the stack. Even though n is usually small (two or three), the unified treatment of all cases of n makes possible a simpler and more efficient implementation compared to previous approaches.
We note that the WiVe algorithm is general and applicable to any vector architecture supporting the proper permutation and compression operations. It also works for all branching factors in principle (practical up to BVH16).
Implementation
Our algorithm is suitable for BVH branching factors corresponding to either the full vector width or half the vector width. We provide BVH8 implementations for both variants based on the AVX2 and AVX-512 instruction sets, respectively. Since the AVX-512 instructions map better to WiVe, we focus on the half vector width variant and point out the key differences for the AVX2 version in the last paragraph of this section.
The AVX-512 vector registers are 512 bit in size for computation on 16×32-bit elements or 8×64-bit elements. We fully utilize the single precision floating point capabilities by computing the minimum and maximum distances of the slab test interleaved in the same vector register. In the following we refer to 64-bit elements as node lanes and to lower and upper 32-bit elements within 64-bit elements as even and uneven lanes, respectively (Figure 3b ). The instructions key to our algorithm are:
• vpermq a, b, c: Copy 64-bit elements from c selected by the lower three bit of the 64-bit elements in b to the corresponding positions in a.
• vpcompressq a{k}, b: Select 64 bit elements in b using mask k and compress the selected elements to form a continuous array aligned to the low element in a.
A detailed description of the AVX-512 instruction set is provided in the official documentation [Intel Corporation 2017b] . The memory layout of a BVH8 cluster is illustrated in Figure  3a , which has a standard 256-byte footprint corresponding to four 64-byte AVX-512 vectors. The nodes' bounding boxes are stored in a separate vector for every axis, with alternating maximum and minimum bounds. The fourth vector encodes the permutation vectors and the node data, which includes a flag to indicate an inner node or a leaf, the corresponding child cluster or primitive cluster offset, a mask to identify valid nodes in a child cluster or the number of primitive clusters within a leaf. Permutation indices are three bit in size to reference one of eight nodes, and the eight permutation vectors are compressed into three bytes per node.
Listing 2 shows the traverseCluster function which is described in detail in the next paragraphs, referencing the corresponding line numbers.
For the slab test the three bounding box vectors for the x−,y− and z−axes are loaded into registers (line 2), so that the max/min pairs align with the node lanes, see Figure 3a . If the sign of a ray component is negative, the corresponding max/min values will be swapped within node lanes to conform with the ray's point of view (lines 3-5). The swaps are performed efficiently with masked 64-bit rotate operations, where the mask for every axis is assumed to have been pre-computed during the ray setup phase. After swapping, the slab test is performed for all eight nodes in parallel (lines 6-9) computing t max and −t min in even and odd lanes, respectively, based on the following four equations, utilizing full vector width, see also Figure 3b :
Here, i and n denote the axis and the node lane, respectively, o i is a component of the ray origin, d i is the inverse component of the ray direction, and b n,i represent the minimum and maximum bounding box components after the initial swap. Both o i and d i are constant throughout traversal, and the sign of the d n,i = (−1) n d i vector can be adjusted during the ray setup phase to alternate between d i and −d i . The t n max and −t n min values are further clipped to the active segment of the ray defined by t near and t f ar , and the final result is laid out in the vector register as illustrated in Figure 3b .
Next, the slab test results are arranged using the vpermq instruction according to the front-to-back traversal order stored in the node cluster. The appropriate permutation vector is extracted (line 10) from the fourth vector shown in Figure 3a by bit-shifting with the concatenated sign bits of the ray direction, i.e., a pre-computed three-bit value, to align the permutation vector's components to the lower three bits of the vector register's 64-bit elements. Following the permutation step (line 11), the t max −t min pairs are ordered such that the first node to be traversed corresponds to the last active node lane in the register.
The slab test is completed by comparing t max and t min to retrieve the active mask, which requires the values to be in separate registers aligned to the odd lanes. This requirement is met via a 64-bit rotate operation to form −t min t max pairs (line 12) and a sign flip with an exclusive or operation to obtain t max t min pairs (line 13). Since t min ≥ 0 always holds, the predicate of the test t min ≤ t max can be determined correctly with integer arithmetic by re-interpreting the floating-point patterns of the pairs as 64-bit signed integers (line 14).
For the stack push operation, the permutation applied to the slab test results is repeated for the node data (line 15), which is then interleaved with the t min values to form 64-bit stack elements (line 16). The stack elements are compressed into a continuous array with the vpcompressq instruction (line 17), using the active mask, and stored to the stack (line 19), see Figure 3c . The stack pointer is incremented according to the number of set bits in the active mask (line 18-19). This method supports up to 32-bit node data. If all available 40 bits are required, it will not be possible to interleave the node data with the t min values. Instead, it is compressed and stored separately on a second stack.
Primitives in the leaf nodes are packed into primitive clusters with four primitives per cluster, which we have found to be nearideal for performance. Larger clusters increase vector utilization at the cost of performing more intersection tests and increased bandwidth demand. Smaller clusters have the inverse effect. Once traversal reaches a leaf node the contained clusters are tested and when an actual intersection is found the maximum ray distance t f ar is updated accordingly. Thus, nodes on the stack with t f ar < t min may be removed when such an actual intersection is found (Listing 1, line 8). This pruning procedure is efficiently implemented by loading eight stack elements at a time, starting from the stack bottom, performing the comparison, and compressing and storing the remaining valid elements on the stack. def t r a v e r s e C l u s t e r ( c l u s t e r , r a y ) For the full vector width implementation based on AVX2 t min and t max calculations are no longer interleaved in the same vector register. They are performed separately instead which makes the algorithm easier to implement but also requires more instructions. To support this approach, the node layout in Figure 3 is changed to a de-interleaved format corresponding to eight 32-byte AVX2 vectors, and the combined stack is split into separate node and t min stacks. Since AVX2 does not provide a compression instruction, we emulate the operation by a permute instruction and a table look-up using the slab test mask as index. Since the mask is a 8-bit value the table requires 256 entries. The information for a single entry can be compressed into 3 bytes (8×3 bit), encoding eight indices referencing one of eight elements. Decompression is performed by broadcasting an entry into an AVX2 register and shifting each lane by a different amount to align the corresponding index bits.
Any-hit Traversal
Any-hit traversal is used for shadow rays and can terminate as soon as an intersection with a primitive is found. For this type of query, a front-to-back order is not important and specialized traversal orders are more efficient [Ogaki and Derouet-jourdan 2016] . These specialized traversal orders are identical for all rays and can be encoded into a BVH by arranging the nodes in memory accordingly. The same approach is compatible with WiVe.
Multi-hit Traversal
Multi-hit traversal [Gribble et al. 2014] attempts to find the first n closest intersections with primitives along a ray. Our WiVe algorithm is compatible with current multi-hit optimization techniques [Gribble 2016 ]. We expect multi-hit traversal to perform more efficient with WiVe compared to other approaches. The explanation is the fact that limited culling possibilities in a multi-hit scenario lead to a higher number of active children, reducing the performance of other approaches but not WiVe's.
WIVE COHERENT TRAVERSAL
Packet tracing [Wald et al. 2001 ] is an efficient ray tracing technique using vector instructions for groups of coherent rays, i.e., rays that have similar origins and directions. The computational cost per ray when performing packet tracing can be significantly lower compared to single-ray traversal due to efficient vector utilization, amortization of memory access latency, node ordering and stack operations. The optimal packet size is defined by vector width, and, when more coherent rays are available, tracing multiple packets simultaneously can be an additional benefit. Packet tracing can be combined with frustum culling , reducing the number of bounding box tests considerably during traversal. This section discusses the elegant idea of augmenting packet tracing with our WiVe single ray algorithm for interval arithmetic (IA) culling. The combination is a high-performance coherent traversal method (WiVeC) for the BVH8, while also being applicable to other branching factors.
Applying IA to ray packets generates intervals for the x-,y-and z-coordinates of ray origins and directions for all rays of a packet to perform a conservative rejection test for nodes outside these intervals. The slab test is an IA operation as well, producing the [t min , t max ] interval. By expanding the definition of an origin o i and inverse direction d i from points and vectors to the intervals
i ], respectively, t min and t max can be computed conservatively for a set of rays with the following changes applied to Equation 1:
Here, we assume that (d i , d i ) does not contain 0, i.e., all ray directions in the packet have the same sign combinations. During the set-up phase, a special interval ray is created with maximum and negative minimum values located in the even and odd lanes, respectively, for the origin and the direction vectors. Bounding boxes missed by this interval ray will be missed by the ray packet and can be ignored. If multiple ray packets are to be traced in parallel, the interval ray must be expanded accordingly and a mechanism is required to track active packets. We achieve this by means of a first packet index (FPI), initialized to the first element in the packet list. Bounding box intersection starts with the FPI packet, and if a valid intersection exists the remaining packets will be assumed to hit the node as well; otherwise, the FPI will be incremented until either the first packet with a valid intersection is found, which will continue traversal, or all packets have been tested, triggering a stack-pop operation. The assumption is that if packets have high coherence the result of a single packet correctly predicts the behavior of the remaining packets, reducing bounding box tests considerably. Wrong predictions will drag uninvolved packets down the BVH and increase the number of bounding box tests instead. This method is well-suited for primary rays.
Listing 3 provides pseudo code for the WiVeC algorithm. The input variable packets is a list containing one or more ray packets (line 1). The interval ray is calculated (line 3) to enclose all rays within the packets. If the current node points to a node cluster the traverseCluster function defined in Listing 2 is performed on the interval ray (line 6) and the sorted list of active elements is stored to the stack (line 7). The function is slightly modified in the sense that it returns different stack elements compared to those illustrated in Figure 3c . Instead of a direct reference to the child cluster, a reference to the parent node is stored, along with the current FPI. The t min value is not required. If the current node points to a primitive cluster, primitive intersection is performed (line 9). The following loop (line 10) repeatedly pops the stack to retrieve a new node (line 12) until either the stack is empty (line 11) or a valid packet intersection exists (line 16). The setNext method (line 13) restores the current FPI from the stack, the current method (line 15) returns the packet pointed to by the FPI, and the next method (line 17) advances the FPI to the next packet. If only a single packet is traversed, lines 13, 14 and 17 can be omitted. r a y = p a c k e t s . i n t e r v a l R a y ( ) while ( t r u e ) o u t e r L o o p : 5 i f ( node . i s I n n e r ( ) ) ( elems , num ) = t r a v e r s e C l u s t e r^( node . c l u s t e r , r a y ) 7 s t a c k . push ( elems , num ) e l s e 9 i n t e r s e c t L e a f ( node , p a c k e t s ) while ( t r u e ) 11 i f ( s t a c k . i s E m p t y ( ) ) return ( node , f p i ) = s t a c k . pop ( ) 13 p a c k e t s . s e t N e x t ( f p i ) do 15 i f ( i n t e r s e c t ( node , p a c k e t s . c u r r e n t ( ) )
goto o u t e r L o o p 17 while ( p a c k e t s . n e x t ( ) )
Listing 3: Main traversal function for WiVeC.
The addition of our WiVe single-ray algorithm to the standard packet traversal approach leads to two improvements: First, the number of bounding box intersections is reduced significantly via IA culling. Second, front-to-back traversal is done implicitly through the stack. The result is a simple and highly efficient technique for multi-branching BVH coherent traversal.
RESULTS
We have evaluated our ray traversal algorithm by generating performance data based on our AVX2 and AVX-512 implementations on the dual-socket Intel ® Xeon ™ E5 2680v3 @ 2.5GHz (HW) and the Intel ® Xeon Phi ™ 7250 @ 1.4GHz (KNL), respectively. We compare our results with those obtained with Embree 2.15.0 [Wald et al. 2014] , the leading high-performance ray tracing library for CPUs. In order to ensure comparability of performance data, we integrated our code into the open source Embree benchmark suite Protoray [Intel Corporation 2017a] , which by default offers Embree and Nvidia ® OptiX ™ [Parker et al. 2010 ] kernels. A comparison to the GPU-leading OptiX ray tracing library is outside the scope of this paper, however results from the Protoray benchmark have been published elsewhere [Farber 2017] . Embree constructs a native BVH8 using SAH-based centroid binning [Wald 2007 ], which we directly convert to our own data layout retaining the exact same topology. We have disabled spatial splits [Stich et al. 2009 ] to ensure better comparability of our results with results obtained with other methods. In order to generate the permutation indices for the 1997] implementation and triangle data structure as used in Embree. Therefore, the traversal algorithms are solely responsible for the observed performance differences. The performance evaluation is based on five scenes consisting of between 5.7M and 37.5M triangles.
On the KNL, these benchmarks were processed by all 272 threads, with all data allocated in the high-bandwidth MCDRAM memory segment. The on-chip mesh network was configured in quadrant mode. On the HW all 48 threads were active. The key comparison between distance and sign heuristics compares how well they approximate a front-to-back traversal order to maximize node culling, see Table 1 . The three per-ray average indicators (inner nodes visited, leaves intersected, and triangles intersected) are very close to being equal across the scenes, with a slight bias towards the distance heuristic. A notable discrepancy is observed for SanMiguel, where the number of intersected leaves and triangles is up 6-7% for the sign heuristic, which we attribute to the high degree of overlap of the alpha-textured leaf triangles. In such a setting, the distance heuristic can be more precise as it considers the actual intersection point of the ray. For completeness Table 1 also lists the surface area heuristic (SAH) cost [Goldsmith and Salmon 1987; Wald et al. 2008 ] associated with each of the generated BVH8s. Table 2 provides performance data measured in million-rays per second (MRay/s) for a basic diffuse path tracer with up to eight bounces per sample. When comparing the AVX-512 implementations of our sign-based WiVe traversal to the distance-based Embree algorithm, we observe a seizable speed-up of between 15% and 25% across all scenes. The increased efficiency can only originate from the traversal phase since all other parts share the same implementation. This implies that the reduced code complexity due to our novel algorithm is the only significant differentiating factor. Variance in memory access patterns due to slight differences in traversal order between the two heuristics is negligible, which follows from the nearly identical data listed in Table 1 . Our algorithm is especially advantageous when rays frequently overlap with more than three children during a traversal step, e.g., in the Powerplant scene. The resulting performance data are shown in Table 3 . In this case, the distance heuristic requires increasingly expensive sorting and stack operations while our algorithm's execution is independent of the number of active children.
Performance comparison of the AVX2-based implementations of WiVe and Embree demonstrates that WiVe is faster also for the "BVH branching factor equals vector width" variant, albeit with a smaller relative difference of between 4% and 11%. Since Embree also uses an interleaved slab test for AVX-512 and a regular slab test for AVX2, the only notable differences between the WiVe variants is the compress operation and the double stack. The compress operation is emulated due to the lack of hardware support by a sequence of four instruction including a memory access into a sizable table. The double stack is intrinsic to the algorithm and requires an additional compress operations and an additional store to memory.
Finally, we provide performance comparison data for our WiVeC traversal and Embree's hybrid traversal for primary rays in Table 4 .
We note that we consider this a valid comparison since WiVeC is executed on a single ray packet at a time, thus exploiting coherence at the same granularity as the hybrid traversal. The results demonstrate a significant and consistent speed-up of between 83% and 142% for WiVeC across all scenes. The culling statistics shown in Table 4 indicate that the frustum ray avoids between 73% and 82% of all node intersection tests, partly explaining these impressive results. The other important aspect, again, is reduced code complexity resulting from our integrated culling and ordering technique. Since we only trace a single ray packet at a time conventional culling implementations would pose a significant overhead. We have chosen high image resolution favoring frustum culling methods due to high ray coherence. Less coherence would reduce culling efficiency and speed-up accordingly. However, this is true for packet tracing in general. As an avenue for future work we imagine that fusing WiVeC and hybrid traversal could be beneficial to further accelerate partly coherent ray packets such as those occurring for shadows and specular effects. Table 4 : Performance in million-rays per second (MRays/s) for our WiVe coherent algorithm (WiVeC) and Embree's hybrid traversal based on AVX-512 implementations. The packet size is 4×4 pixels. An image is rendered at a resolution of 3840×2160 pixels using primary rays. The camera perspectives in the scenes correspond to Figures 1, 4 
CONCLUSIONS
Almost ten years ago the multi-branching bounding volume hierarchy led to the last major performance gain in single ray traversal, by utilizing vector instructions for bounding box tests. We have continued and completed the formulation of an innovative, fully vectorized traversal algorithm by introducing the WiVe algorithm. The efficiency gain obtained by WiVe is made possible by transforming node ordering and stack-push operations from conditional scalar execution paths to constant-time vector operations, making them ideal for current and future massively parallel micro architectures. Furthermore, we have introduced WiVeC to accelerate traversal of coherent rays, using the WiVe methodology. We have demonstrated the performance gains resulting from our algorithms with implementations for the AVX-512 instruction set. Our performance data document that we outperform the industry-leading ray tracing library Embree by between 15% and 25%, and by between 83% and 142% on an Intel ® Xeon Phi ™ CPU. In addition, we have investigated an AVX2 implementation of WiVe on an Intel ® Xeon ™ CPU that is faster compared to Embree by between 4% and 11% despite limited instruction support. WiVe promises to accelerate single ray traversal for multi-branching bounding volume hierarchies on the GPU as well. We plan to investigate this possibility in the future.
